The information here comes from the consultants themselves. We do not include information we know to be false, but we cannot check out any of the information; we are transmitting it to you as it was given to us and do not promise it is correct. Also, this is not an official endorsement of the people listed here. We provide this list to enable you to contact service providers and decide for yourself whether to hire one. TUG also provides an online list of consultants at tug.org/consultants.html. If you'd like to be listed, please see there.

Dangerous Curve
Email: typesetting (at) dangerouscurve.org
Typesetting for over 40 years, we have experience in production typography, graphic design, font design, and computer science, to name a few things. One DC co-owner co-authored, designed, and illustrated a TeX book (TeX for the Impatient).
We can convert your documents to LATEX from just about anything: type up your handwritten pages, proofread, copyedit, and structure documents in English, apply publishers’ specs, write custom packages and documentation, resize and edit your images for a better aesthetic effect, make your mathematics beautiful, produce commercial-quality tables with optimal column widths for headers and wrapped paragraphs, modify bibliography styles, make images using TeX-related graphic programs, design programmable fonts using METAFONT, and more! (Just ask.)
Our clients include high-end branding and advertising agencies, academics at top universities, leading publishers. We are a member of TUG, and have supported the GNU Project for decades (including working for them). All quote work is complimentary.

Hendrickson, Amy
57 Longwood Avenue Apt. 8
Brookline, MA 02446
+1 617-738-8029
Email: amyh (at) texnology.com
Web: www.texnology.com
Full time LATEX consultant for more than 30 years; have worked for major publishing companies, leading universities, and scientific journals. Our macro packages are distributed on-line and used by thousands of authors. See our site for many examples: texnology.com.
- LATEX Macro Writing: Packages for books, journals, slides, posters, e-publishing and more; Sophisticated documentation for users.
- Design as well as LATEX implementation for e-publishing, print books and journals, or specialized projects.
- Data Visualization, database publishing.
- Innovative uses for LATEX, creative solutions our speciality.
- LATEX Training, customized to your needs, on-site or via Zoom. See https://texnology.com/train.htm for sample of course notes.
Call or send email: I’ll be glad to discuss your project with you.

Dominici, Massimiliano
Email: info (at) typotexnica.it
Web: www.typotexnica.it
Our skills: layout of books, journals, articles; creation of LATEX classes and packages; graphic design; conversion between different formats of documents.
We offer our services (related to publishing in Mathematics, Physics and Humanities) for documents in Italian, English, or French. Let us know the work plan and details; we will find a customized solution. Please check our website and/or send us email for further details.

Latchman, David
2005 Eye St. Suite #6
Bakersfield, CA 93301
+1 518-951-8786
Email: david.latchman (at) texnical-designs.com
Web: www.texnical-designs.com
LATEX Consultant specializing in the typesetting of books, manuscripts, articles. Word document conversions as well as creating the customized LATEX packages and classes to meet your needs. Contact us to discuss your project or visit the website for further details.

LATEX Typesetting
Email: enquiries (at) latextypesetting.com
Web: latextypesetting.com
LATEX Typesetting has been in business since 2013 and is run by Vel, the developer behind LatexTemplates.com. The primary focus of the service is on creating high quality LATEX templates and typesetting for business purposes, but individual clients are welcome too.
I pride myself on a strong attention to detail, friendly communication, high code quality with extensive commenting and an understanding of your business needs. I can also help you with automated document production using LATEX. I’m a scientist,
designer and software developer, so no matter your field, I've got you covered.

I invite you to review the extensive collection of past work at the Showcase latextypescript.com/showcase. Submit an enquiry for a free quote!

**Monsurate, Rajiv**

Web: www.rajivmonsurate.com
latexwithstyle.com

I offer: design of books and journals for print and online layouts with \LaTeX{} and CSS; production of books and journals for any layout with publish-ready PDF, HTML and XML from \LaTeX{} (bypassing any publishers’ processes); custom development of \LaTeX{} packages with documentation; copyediting and proofreading for English; training in \LaTeX{} for authors, publishers and typesetters.

I have over two decades of experience in academic publishing, helping authors, publishers and typesetters use \LaTeX{}. I've built typesetting and conversion systems with \LaTeX{} and provided \TeX{} support for a major publisher.

**Sofka, Michael**

Email: michael.sofka (at) gmail.com

Professional \TeX{} and \LaTeX{} consulting and programming services. I offer 30 years of experience in programming, macro writing, and typesetting books, articles, newsletters, and theses in \TeX{} and \LaTeX{}: Automated document conversion; Programming in Perl, Python, C, R and other languages; Writing and customizing macro packages in \TeX{} or \LaTeX{}, \texttt{knitr}.

If you have a specialized \TeX{} or \LaTeX{} need, or if you are looking for the solution to your typographic problems, contact me. I will be happy to discuss your project.

**Veytsman, Boris**

132 Warbler Ln.
Brisbane, CA 94005
+1 703-915-2406
Email: borisv (at) lk.net
Web: www.borisv.lk.net

\TeX{} and \LaTeX{} consulting, training, typesetting and seminars. Integration with databases, automated document preparation, custom \LaTeX{} packages, conversions (Word, OpenOffice etc.) and much more.

I have about two decades of experience in \TeX{} and three decades of experience in teaching & training. I have authored more than forty packages on CTAN as well as Perl packages on CPAN and R packages on CRAN, published papers in \TeX{}-related journals, and conducted several workshops on \TeX{} and related subjects. Among my customers have been Google, US Treasury, FAO UN, Israel Journal of Mathematics, Annals of Mathematics, Res Philosophica, Philosophers’ Imprint, No Starch Press, US Army Corps of Engineers, ACM, and many others.

We recently expanded our staff and operations to provide copy-editing, cleaning and troubleshooting of \TeX{} manuscripts as well as typesetting of books, papers & journals, including multilingual copy with non-Latin scripts, and more.

**Warde, Jake**

90 Resaca Ave.
Box 452
Forest Knolls, CA 94933
+1 650-468-1393
Email: jwarde (at) wardepub.com
Web: myprojectnotebook.com

I have been in academic publishing for 30+ years. I was a Linguistics major at Stanford in the mid-1970s, then started a publishing career. I knew about \TeX{} from editors at Addison-Wesley who were using it to publish beautifully set math and computer science books.

Long story short, I started using \LaTeX{} for exploratory projects (see website above). I have completed typesetting projects for several journal articles. I have also explored the use of multiple languages in documents extensively. I have a strong developmental editing background in STEM subjects.

If you need assistance getting your manuscript set in \TeX{} I can help. And if I cannot help I’ll let you know right away.

**TEXnology Inc.**

Amy Hendrickson
57 Longwood Ave. #8
Brookline, MA 02446
+1 617-738-8029
Email: amyh (at) texnology.com
Web: https://texnology.com

Full time \LaTeX{} consultant for more than 30 years; have worked for major publishing companies, leading universities, and scientific journals. Our macro packages are distributed on-line and used by thousands of authors. See our site for many examples: texnology.com.

- **\LaTeX{} Macro Writing:** Packages for books, journals, slides, posters, e-publishing and more; Sophisticated documentation for users.
- **Design as well as \LaTeX{} implementation for e-publishing, print books and journals, or specialized projects.**
- **Data Visualization, database publishing.**
- **Innovative uses for \LaTeX{}, creative solutions our speciality.**
- **\LaTeX{} Training, customized to your needs, on-site or via Zoom.** See https://texnology.com/train.htm for sample of course notes.

Call or send email: I’ll be glad to discuss your project with you.